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 customs procedures and  in Thailand begin with the submission of shipping invoices and surrounding activities. However, before you can get goods to be goods (as exporters), you need to meet some prerequisites. The main prerequisites are import and export codes, authorized
foreign exchange dealer codes, credit current accounts for customs refunds and licenses for exports under export promotion schemes. Self-assessment As an exporter, you must self-evaluate the obligations of exported items. Under self-assessment, you are expected to correctly claim tax exemption
notices when you declare the correct classification, tax rate, value of goods and submit shipping invoices. Documents generated at this stage include commercial invoices and packing lists, consular invoices, certificates of origin, insurance certificates, and more. Shipping transport bills are generated
through the Indian Customs EDI System (ICES) or non-EDI mode for non-EDI ports. It is submitted in the prescribed format, in a defined way, and in support documents. The process of generating shipping invoices was discussed separately. Self-assessed shipping invoices in the risk management
system are processed by the Customs Department's Risk Management System (RMS). Once verified, such shipping costs are verified to ensure accuracy, such as classification, value, tariff, exemption, etc. by the appropriate officer who can inspect and test the goods. Therefore, shipping invoices
submitted electronically to ICES through a service center or ICEGATE are processed by RMS, where the next steps are determined. Shipping invoices can be taken up for verification or review, or both, or an export up-and-down order (LEO) is given. Additional evaluations may be made by the officers
concerned, even without the RMS red flag, by taking the prior approval of the competent officer of customs or the officer who does not fall below the rank of additional/joint commissioner of customs. Post-authorization audits in particular, post-clearance audits (PCAs) of shipping invoices were introduced
after the implementation of RMS. It is intended to improve compliance levels and reduce cargo living time for Indian exports. When a product arrives at the checklist dock, the storer must guarantee the quantity of goods reversed in the checklist. This endorsement checklist is presented by the
exporter/CHA to customs officials upon receipt of goods in the dock area, along with an original copy of invoices, packing lists, and other related documents. Verification Customs officers review the goods received and update the same to the system. They also mark an electronic copy of the shipping
invoice and hand it over to the dock appraiser, along with the original document previously submitted. Inspection The dock inspecter performs the inspection task.Officers. As mentioned above, inspection norms and RMS can be bypassed by customs to investigate export consignments up to 100%, based
on reliable intelligence and information. This is also likely to apply to cargoes that are prone to decay. Sampling Based on the order of the appropriate person, you can pull and test representative samples from the shipment, and verify visual inspections, descriptions, evaluations, and more. Export order
(LEO) is a green signal given by customs to exporters once they are satisfied with the verification and inspection of the shipment. We're discussing the Leo process in more detail. Loading When it comes to packing and loading container cargo, customs prevention officers guarantee the same preventive
supervision and give a copy of the exporter's shipping invoice with the endorsement of ship on board. Export general manifest The carrier must submit the Export General Manifest (EGM) to the customs authorities according to the shipping invoice before shipping. EgMs are manually stayed electronically
as well. Customs refund duty refunds are primarily limited to the incidence of customs duties to used input. This is claimed by submitting a predetermined form of shipping invoice. Claims of shortcomings must be attached with the prescribed documents as defined in the Deback Rule 2017. In this case, the
claim may be returned in case of defects, but the shipment will not be stopped for this reason. In addition to the documents listed on the various subheads, others such as inspection certificates, dock receipts and warehouse receipts, destination management statements, and bill of lading are generated
during the customs process. Also read: Export Customs I. 12 documents required for import declaration I. The first step in the import process is to manually send the import declaration form (customs declaration 99 or 99/1) or through the EDI system. II. Preparation of support documents: The second step
is to prepare the following auxiliary documents (as provided for in Section 1 of the Customs Notice): 38/2543) – Bills of lading or bills of air – (3x) Invoice overlap - Packing list - Insurance premium invoice – Release form (customs form 100/1 or 469) – Import value is THB 50 0,000 – Import license (if
applicable) – Certificate of origin (if applicable) – Certificate of Origin (if applicable) – Many sellers of other related documents are afraid to ship internationally because they do not know what customs procedures are. By explaining how it works, we hope that you will recognize that for the majority of
sellers, it is not as complicated as you think! All international shipments require a commercial invoice. This document displays both the shipper and the recipient's contact information.Details such as export date and air route invoice number. More importantly, the invoice has a description of the item, with a
total value of 2. Customs officials will check whether taxes and duties apply to the shipment. This will vary depending on the type of goods, their value and the laws of the importing country. If it is determined that the value of the goods exceeds the tax threshold, the officer will check to see if these taxes



and duties are paid. Customs requires payment of taxes and duties if not paid. This is where the DDU (Unpaid Delivery) and DDP (Delivered Delivery) options take effect. If the shipment is marked as DDP, it means that taxes and customs payments have already been paid. Some express couriers can
process this payment for you and they have their own customs broker that offers these services at a fixed price when paying for your label. However, if the shipment is marked as DDU, the customs authorities transfer the package to an independent customs broker to collect the required amount. This is
where it can be very expensive because all brokers are independent and each charges a different fee structure. Different fees, such as brokerage, storage, and arrears, may apply, so you can't tell the customer the final amount. Here's a comparison of the expected charges for shipping DDP and shipping
DDUs: In addition, these brokers should contact the recipient to collect payments that can throw away customers if they are unaware of these surcharges. That's why we recommend paying the seller an upfront tariff for a smoother delivery experience. Learn more about DDUs and DDP.4. Once it is
confirmed that unpaid taxes and duties have been paid, the shipment is released and continues to the final destination. And that's it! as long as you have the necessary paperwork and understand how to handle taxes and duties, it's easy to clear customs. However, if the cargo falls into a situation where it
does not move at customs, do not panic. Here's what you can do: To learn how Easyship simplifies taxes and duties on your shipments, see Tax and customs features. Check out our comprehensive guide for tariffs and taxes. A&amp;G International Freight (Thailand) Ltd. A&amp;G applied for and
received a license through the customs department under Licensed Customer Broker No.258 to achieve quick and successful international transportation. A&amp;G is also in the process of becoming a customs broker under the AEO standard, which facilitates faster clearance of goods than usual and
obtains more customs privileges for A&amp;G. Benefits of the AEO Customs Broker License include exemptions from inspections when importing/exporting, exemptions from certain cargo warranties, special timelines for customs privilege schemes and an audit review period limited to two years after
customs procedures. Get a licenseBrokers help importers and exporters meet federal requirements for international cargo. A&amp;G has eight experts, customs-approved customs procedures in Thailand with close ties to customs and other government agencies. Our educated staff have expertise in
local conditions, global updates, Thai regulations, tariff renewals and more. Using this knowledge, A&amp;G can handle your clearance smoothly and efficiently, especially customs refunds for re-exports and special entries and procedures such as section 19 BIS, free zone. G can professionally advise
clients on appropriate import and export procedures and customs business transactions. Whether exporting or importing, A&amp;G is pleased to provide customs services and guaranteed customs negotiations, not only in Thailand, but anywhere in the world operated by an online electronic customs
system. The system very reduces clearance time. A&amp;G also ensures that the correct customs code applies and pays the lowest legally possible amount of customs duties and taxes. A&amp;G experts also advise on customs refunds (blue corners), tax refund claims for re-export under Section 19 bis,
as well as guidance to save more money. At A&amp;G, we clear all shipments with expertise and personal attention to detail. Our customs brokerage experts are dedicated to considering the latest import and export compliance laws and regulations. Import and Export Customs Customs Procedure
Procedures Shipping and Banking Document Services Tax Exemption Processing Under The Board of Investment Tax Incentives Section 19 Tax Refund Claims for Re-Export Under bis Marine Insurance
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